Recent results obtained by the NA48 Collaboration on rare neutral kaon and hyperon decays are presented. These include measurements performed with the simultaneous KL and KS beams during the " 0 =" programme as well as investigations of rare KS and neutral hyperon decays using high intensity proton beams at the KS target station. Future projects aiming to search for very rare KS decays and to study direct CP violation with charged kaon beams are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The NA48 experiment at CERN has been designed to measure the direct CP violation parameter Re(" 0 =") with a precision of about 2 10 ?4 . The quality of the NA48 simultaneous K L and K S beams 1] together with its high resolution detectors and its high capability trigger and data acquisition systems 2] allow to perform concurrently a thorough investigation of rare neutral kaon decays. In particular, the use of intense proton beams at the K S target station o ers the possibility to search for very rare modes like On behalf of the NA48 Collaboration: Cagliari, Cambridge, CERN, Dubna, Edinburgh, Ferrara, Firenze, Mainz, Orsay, Perugia, Pisa, Saclay, Siegen, Torino, Vienna, Warsaw.
RARE DECAYS WITH K L AND K S BEAMS
During the 1997-1999 period, the typical K L and K S uxes available for the Re(" 0 =") measurement were respectively 2 10 7 and 3 10 2 per SPS spill at the entrance of the ducial decay volume of the experiment. The corresponding Single-Event-Sensitivity (SES) in one year of data taking are about 3 10 ?10 for K L decays and about 1:5 10 ?7 for K S decays, assuming an overall acceptance of 10% after all analysis cuts. As we will see below, the SES value for K S decays can be signi cantly improved by using proton beams at the K S target station with an intensity several hundred times higher.
A wide range of rare K L decay modes have been investigated from 1997 until 1999 during the " 0 =" run. Their study aims at probing chiral dynamics in non-leptonic decays, at the understanding of the weak K L ! and K L ! transitions, CP violation, etc.
I concentrate here on few topics for which very recent results have been obtained by the NA48 Collaboration.
K L !
+ ? e + e ?
The investigation of the K L ! + ? e + e ? decay mode provides a novel way to probe CP violation in the neutral kaon system. The amplitude for this decay is dominated by two components: one from the CP-conserving direct emission process associated with a magnetic dipole transition (M1), the other one from the CP- The statistics and branching ratio values obtained recently for the above K L decays are summarized in Table 1 .
HIGH INTENSITY K S RUN
During the 1999 run, a short period of 2 days was devoted to the investigation of rare K S and neutral hyperon decays with an intensity of the proton beam on the K S target that was increased by a factor of about 200. The AKS converter which is used in the " 0 =" run to de ne precisely the beginning of the ducial region for K S ! 0 0 decays was removed and the K L beam switched o . With these conditions, the instantaneous rates in the various NA48 detector elements were only slightly above the ones measured with the standard " 0 =" con guration. The total number of K S decays in the ducial decay region of the experiment was about 4 10 8 , equivalent to several years of operation with the standard K L + K S beam setup. The amount of data collected during this short test allowed to improve substantially several measurements on rare K S and neutral hyperon decays. events with respect to the total sample collected in 1998 and 1999 with the standard " 0 =" con guration allowed to perform a measurement of the asymmetry at a few percent level. During the short test performed with a high intensity K S beam, the NA48 experiment has im- decays with the subse-quent Dalitz decay of one of the two neutral pions. These unwanted events can be strongly suppressed by requiring a cut on the invariant mass of the electron pair above the m 0 kinematical limit in order to reject possible background contributions due to resolution e ects or interactions in the detector material. Figure 6 shows the M ee distribution for The NA48 experiment has observed 497 0 ! with negligible background yielding a preliminary branching ratio determination of (1:9 0:1 0:2) 10 ?3 . The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the 0 polarization and the decay asymmetry. Figure 8 shows the invariant mass distribution for the observed events. NA48 has observed about 60 events which should allow soon a measurement of its branching ratio with a precision of about 15%.
Finally, a search for the suppressed S = 2 0 ! p ? decay channel has been performed.
No event of this type has been found in our data set. NA48 should be able to improve the present limit of 3:6 10 ?5 at 90% CL 17] by about a factor of 10.
HIGH INTENSITY K S RUN IN 2000
Due to the implosion in November 1999 of the carbon bre beam pipe which traverses the NA48 detector, all four drift chambers were seriously damaged. The repair of the detectors is now in progress and the spectrometer is scheduled to be operational by summer 2001. As a consequence, the NA48 experiment took data in 2000 without magnetic spectrometer, recording only neutral decays. A continuous vacuum could however be establisehd from the K S target to the end of the He tank which contains, in normal conditions, the drift chambers. About 40 days were spent in 2000 with a high intensity K S beam in order to investigate rare decays into purely neutral modes. The proton intensity on the K S target was about 9 10 9 per SPS pulse of 3.2s every 14.4s. The momentum of the proton beam was reduced from 450 GeV/c to 400 GeV/c and the kaon production angle was decreased from 4.2 mrad to about 3 mrad in order to compensate the beam momentum loss. The total number of K S decaying in the ducial volume of the experiment was about 1 10 10 . Table 2 shows, for di erent K S decay channels, the expected total number of reconstructed events in this run.
One very challenging decay to investigate ex- A signi cantly more precise measurement of 000 would be of considerable interest to constrain tests of CPT in the neutral kaon sector. If unitarity is assumed, it is then possible to measure the CPT violation parameter Im( ) through the BellSteinberger relation which relates K S and K L decay amplitudes into all nal states:
(1 + i tan SW ) Re(") ? i Im( )] = X A fL A fS =? S (8) where " describes CP violation with CPT conservation.
The best determinations of Im( ) and Re(") come from the CPLEAR experiment 20] which has obtained, using the unitarity assumption only: Im( ) = (2:4 5:0) 10 ?5 and Re(") = (164:9 2:5) 10 ?5 . As the uncertainty on both parameters is dominated by the one on 000 , a better limit on 000 would improve the CPT test.
The NA48 method to extract 000 is based on the measurement of the K S ? K L interference term in the neutral kaon decay probability into 3 0 as a function of proper decay time:
I 000 (t) / e ?t= L + j 000 j In order to signi cantly improve the present limits on 000 , high statistics samples of K 0 ! 0 0 0 decays must be collected within a few K S lifetimes from the target (< 5c S ). Moreover, an excellent knowledge of the detector acceptance is required to reach a high sensitivity to 000 .
For the 2000 data taking period, the estimated number of fully reconstructed events in the 90-140 GeV kaon energy range is about 1 10 6 =c S . A much larger sample of K L ! 0 0 0 decays with the K L beam was also collected during part of the 2000 run that was devoted to the " 0 =" systematic studies. These events can be used to cross-check the Monte Carlo simulation for the acceptance correction. A very preliminary analysis of the 2000 data indicates that a limit of about 3% on Re( 000 ) and Im( 000 ) could be reached, thus improving signi cantly the current measurement of 000 and the CPT test.
PROSPECTS FOR 2002
The NA48 Collaboration has recently proposed to use a modi ed K S beam line in order to investigate K S and neutral hyperon decays with high sensitivities 23]. This physics programme could start in 2002 after the completion of the Re(" 0 =") measurement in 2001.
Minor modi cations to the present K S beam line are foreseen in order to optimize, at low cost, the experimental conditions. The proposed changes include, for instance, the possibility to exploit a longer SPS duty cycle, with a spill duration of 5.2s every 16.8s. The beam momentum and the kaon production angle would be tuned to respectively 400 GeV/c and 2.5 mrad. It is also proposed to use a sweeping magnet at the end of the K S collimator ( H B dl ' 0:6 Tm) in order to reject photon conversions and to operate the K S sweeping magnet at the maximum 7.5 Tm strength.
These measures should allow the primary proton ux to be increased to 1 10 10 per pulse yielding about 3 10 10 K S decays per year in the ducial volume of the experiment. Instantaneous rates in the NA48 detector are expected to be 1:5 the ones measured in the " 0 =" operation mode. For K S ! 0 e + e ? decays, the SES would correspond to 6 10 ?10 assuming an overall acceptance of 5%.
In addition to the replacement of the damaged beam pipe and the four drift chambers, some modest changes in the calorimeter and spectrometer read-out systems are also envisaged in order to increase the present trigger rate capability of the experiment from 7.5 to 15 kHz. This is particularly important for the study of the copious neutral hyperon decay samples that will be available.
One of the main goals of this physics pro- . About 25k events are expected to be collected in the proposed run. These events will be used for a consitency check of SU (3) will be investigated with an expected statistical gain of about 100 with respect to previous NA48 measurements. The uncertainty on the branching ratio determinations for these two modes will be about 5%. Measurements of decay asymmetries with improved precision will also be obtained.
The NA48 detector with its high resolution photon detector will be able to reduce the experimental uncertainty on the 0 mass to 0.1 MeV, at the level of the current error on the ? mass. 
CONCLUSION
The investigation of rare decays by NA48, concurrently with the measurement of Re(" 0 ="), is providing interesting physics results for the understanding of chiral dynamics and CP Violation in the neutral kaon sector.
The high intensity K S beam test performed in 1999 together with the successful 2000 run have demonstrated clearly the capability of the NA48 experiment to investigate, in the near future, rare K S and neutral hyperon decays with high sensitivities.
Two proposals have been submitted recently to the CERN SPS Committee for the continuation of the NA48 experiment with high intensity K S and charged kaon beams. The proposed experimental programmes aim at exploring in a very competitive way a rich domain of kaon physics.
